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Data acquisition system for high speed atomic force microscopy
Georg E. Fantner,a! Paul Hegarty, Johannes H. Kindt, Georg Schitter,
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With the development of atomic force microscopes that allow higher scan speeds, the need for data
acquisition systemssDAQd that are capable of handling the increased amounts of data in real time
arises. We have developed a low cost data acquisition and scan control system around a
commercially available DAQ board in aWINDOWS environment. By minimizing the involvement of
the processor in the data transfer using direct memory access, and generation of the scan signals
synchronously with the data acquisition, we were able to record 30 frames per second with a pixel
resolution of 1503150 pixels and 14 bit per channel. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
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With the improvement of mechanical atomic force
croscopessAFMd instrumentation,1–6 high speed cantileve
technology,7–11 and improved feedback techniques,12–15

much higher scan rates are achievable than with comm
AFM systems, while still assuring precise tracking of
sample and the nanopositioner.16–18As it is in the case of fas
scanning tunneling microscopysSTMd,19 the acquisition o
the data generated by a fast scanning AFM soon excee
limit of typical commercial AFM/STM controllers. Mode
digital components are capable of much higher transfer
but require a significant amount of custom hardware
software development.20,21We chose to implement a soluti
as close as possible to a commercially available genera
pose data acquisition systemsDAQd. Table I lists the nece
sary bandwidths for the three translation axessand therefor
the DAQ bandwidth to record thesed for three different im
aging settings of high speed AFM measurements.

Figure 1 shows the dataflow in a typical AFM setup. T
solid lines are the data transfer lines we focus on in
work.

In order to process the data, four steps have to
achieved:s1d convert the analog signals of the AFM in
digital datasA/D conversiond; s2d transfer the data into th
PC main memory;s3d correlate the digital data stream to l
and frame sync timing; ands4d display and/or save the da

To process the required amounts of data with a PC
ning a standard operating systemsin our case, aWINDOWS

environmentd, the data acquisition strategy has to be abl
work within the limits provided by that operating system
particular, the uncertainty of when the operating system
lows time for data processing puts restraints on the am
of CPU processing that can be done after the data is t
ferred to main memory, in our case over the PCIsperiphera
component interfaced bus. To handle this uncertainty w
minimize the required amount of CPU data processing
establishing a “coherent” data acquisition. To achieve
coherence the scan signals are timed to be synchrono
the A/D convertersssee Fig. 2d. The timing for the A/D and
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D/A channels are both derived from the same central c
The clock signal is synchronous to three divider coun
sopen arrows represent clock synchronization linesd. Here the
clock speedsin our case 40 MHzd is divided by an intege
spower of 2d to provide the required sample pulses for
specific components. The A/D converter and the digital i
are timed from the same divider. Data of both inputs is
combined to a 16 bit word that is transferred to m
memory sthe solid arrows represent data flowd. Each word
then includes one data point that is labeled with the line
frame sync information. Recording the line and frame s
informationsgenerated by a “general purpose timer coun
GPTCd is not strictly necessary since the data already ar
in an ordered formssee Fig. 3d, however it is very useful fo
detecting overflows in the post transfer processing.

The line and pixel scan rates are calculated to ensur
each scan line has an equal and integral number of sa
clock ticks. Meaning that the pixel sample clock needs t
synchronous with the line scan. Each pixel can then
uniquely assigned to a position in a specific line and fr
fsee Fig. 3g. The A/D channel sample rates are derivedsby
the programmable clock dividerd from the same 40 MH
clock and therefore are synchronous to the D/A chan
The data can then be directly written to the PC main mem
without any processor involvement.

As a computer platform for our DAQ System we us
PC s2.4 GHz Pentium 4, 512MB SDRAMd running unde
WINDOWS XP. The requirements on the DAQ card were
following:

TABLE I. Bandwidth requirements for high speed AFM.

High Intermediate Medium
Pixel resolution 2563256 pixel 2563256 pixel 1003100 pixel
Frame rate 25 frames/s 10 frames/s 10 frame
Scan requirements
Z direction 3.3 MHz 1.3 MHz 200 kHz
X directiona 6.4 kHz 2.5 kHz 1 kHz
Y directiona 12.5 Hz 5 Hz 5 Hz

a
Reference 23.
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• PCI Master-Mode DMAsdirect memory accessd to al-
low the transfer of data over the PCI interface dire
to the main PC memory without processor involvem

• Two 2 MS/s input channels with sufficient resolut
sat least 14 bitsd for data collection. In addition, it wa
desirable to have the ability to parse digitized data
gether with data from digital inputs. Data in each 16
data set consists then of 14 bits from a A/D conve
and 2 bits from the simultaneously sampled digital
puts.

• Two 16 bits D/A channels used for generation of s
signals

• Two general purpose timer/counterssGPTCd for gener-
ating line and frame control information

One DAQ card that provided these resources was
Adlink DAQ 2002. The Adlink DAQ 2002 offers us seve
operation modes. We chose the continuous double buf
data acquisition mode because of the continuous natu
the data generated by the AFM. With “post trigger mo
selected, the A/D conversion is triggered by the first fra

FIG. 1. Dataflow in a typical AFM setup. Solid lines show the data con
tions on which we focus.

FIG. 2. Synchronization of the D/A, A/D converters, and digital input w
data flow directions. The open arrows represent clock synchronization
the solid lines represent data flow. The clock signal goes synchrono
three dividers to provide the required sample pulses for the component
A/D converter and the digital input are timed from the same divider.
data of both inputs is then combined to a 16 bit wordsthat represents th
14 bit signal data labeled with line and frame syncd that is transferred t

main memory.
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sync. In this mode, the DAQ card waits for a trigger and
collects data until a stop command is sent.

We use the internal 40 MHz clock with programma
dividers to time the converters and “general purpose t
counters”sGPTCd. In particular, the 24 bit register used
the A/D and digital input, allows us to divide the clock so
achieve a sampling ratespixel clockd ranging from
2 Samples/s to 2 MSamples/s.

The input range of the A/D converter can be set from
control softwares±10 V, ±5 V, ±2.5 Vd so that the resolu
tion of the A/D conversion can be adjusted to the ou

,
o
e

FIG. 3. Synchronization of pixel clock and line scan. Upper trace: fast
axis; lower trace: slow scan axis. Each line has an equal and integral n
of samples per line. Each frame has an integral number of lines. The
line in the fast scan signal represents the signal after lowpass filter
avoid digitation.

FIG. 4. Calculation of scan parameters to ensure synchronization. A
number of lines, a desiredstargetd buffer size, a desiredstargetd framerate
fixed number of pixels per line, and a fixed number of lines per fram
used as input parameters. The buffer size is then slightly adjusted
condition 1. The actual buffer size is used to calculate the actual fram
using condition 2. The outcome is checked for condition 3. Adjustmen
the actual buffer size might be necessarysrecursive processd. The white
blocks represent the conditions that need to be fulfilled. n,m, and
integer values which are calculated by the program.n andk ensure that th

buffer size is an even number.
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range of the AFM with a maximum resolution
0.15 mV per bit.

At the output of the D/A converter, a lowpass filter w
used to smooth any digitation of the drive signals origina
from the finite resolution of the D/A converter. If these st
ssee Fig. 3d would not be smoothed, the step would be tra
lated into an abrupt movement of the AFM scanner w
would in turn excite the scanner at its resonances.18 The low-
pass filter has to be dimensioned such that the digit
steps are filtered but the shape of the scan signal is pres
as much as possible. In order to maintain the strict cor
tion of scan generation and data recording, it is impor
that not too much phase shift is induced by the low p
filter. The dotted line in Fig. 3 gives the result of an app
priate filter. This is especially of concern if triangular s
signals are used. For sinusoidal scan signals, the low
filter can have a cutoff frequency just above the scan
quency.

For the post-transfer processing and DAQ card setup
wrote a front end inLABVIEW 6.0 consisting of three applic
tions: control panel, data recording, and data displaysusing
an intensity graph for plotting the datad.

The performance of the data acquisition system is d
mined by several factors. The full maximum data acquis
rate of the DAQ card could be continuously written dire
to the main memorys2 MSamples/sd. However, the possib
combinations of frame rate and frame size are intrinsic
restricted by the scheme of synchronizing the scan ge
tion and the data acquisition to certain valuessdue to the
necessary integer divisionsd. Figure 4 shows the steps to d
termine what combination of number of lines, buffer s
pixels per line and frame rate are possible. The variablesn, k,
andm are integer values.

Since almost the full 2 MSamples/s maximum data
quisition rate of the DAQ card could be transferred into

FIG. 5. Performance limits of the DAQ system. Square points represe
maximum recordable pixels at a given frame-rate set by the maximum
rate of the card. Round points represent the maximum possible pixel
our implementation. One frame consists of either an upward trace
downward trace of the slow scan axis. Both trace and retrace of the fas
axis are recorded. For consecutive frames, this reduces the
MSamples by a factor of 2.
main memory, now the main speed restriction proved to be
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the user defined post-transfer-data processing. In parti
the real time display of the data was processor intensive
became a limiting factor in our implementation using an
tensity graph ofLABVIEW .22 Depending on the display size
the intensity graph, the resources needed were differen
ing lower level display methodsse.g., OpenGL or DirectXd
could lessen this limitation.

Figure 5 shows the 2 MSamples/s limit compared to
actual performance that was achieved with our impleme
tion while displaying the data in realtime. The deviation
the actual limit to the card limit originate mostly from t
data post processing for the real time data display. In ord
minimize this influence, we implemented different disp
modes:sad line by line buildup for low scan-speeds andsbd
frame at once display for high scan speeds. Choosin
right display option depending on the imaging speed,
were able to record data with up to 30 frames/s obtainin
average 62% ±17% of the theoretical card limitssee Fig. 5d.

When only using the data acquisition part of this im
mentationsby direct writing of the data to the disc and d
playing it off line after the experimentd almost the ful
2 MSamples/s limit of the DAQ rate could be recorded. T
DAQ system fulfills the requirements for the medium
intermediate goals for high speed AFM imaging describe
Table I.
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